APPLICATION FOR AVIATION POLICY
AIRCRAFT SECTION
Complete separate page for each aircraft to be insured. IMPORTANT: This application forms part of your policy and, therefore, it is
mandatory that each question be answered fully and truthfully.

Name of Applicant: ________________________________________________________________________________

AIRCRAFT
Year, Make and Model

Registration
Number

Seats
Crew Pass.

Undercarriage Type
(Tailwheel, Retractable, Floats, Skis, etc.)

Name and address of party in whose name the aircraft is registered:______________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
COVERAGES

I. Combined Single Limit Liability

$______________ Each Occurrence

A. Bodily Injury Excluding Occupants, B. Property Damage
[In/Ex] ______cluding C. Passenger Bodily Injury Excluding Crew.
C. limited to:

$______________ Each Passenger

II. Medical Expense

[In/Ex]_______cluding Crew limited to:

III. Aircraft Physical Damage Insurance
____ (

$______________ Each Person
Amount Requested $______________

if limited to Ground Not in Motion Only)

Note: Lienholder's interest must not exceed 95% of the Amount Requested.

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

(The aircraft shall be used only for the purposes indicated by a

)
A. Pleasure Use Only: means use for the Insured’s private and pleasure purposes; not for any business or
professional use and excluding any operation for which a charge of any kind is made.
B. Pleasure and Business: means personal and pleasure use and includes use in connection with the Insured’s
business, transportation of executives, employees, guests and customers, but excluding any operation for which a
charge of any kind is made.
C. Limited Commercial: means including instruction and rental and including all uses permitted in A. and B.
above, but excluding the transportation of passengers and/or cargo for hire or reward.
D. Commercial Excluding Instruction and Rental: means the transportation of passengers and/or cargo for
hire or reward and including all uses in A. and B. above, but excluding instruction and rental.
E. Commercial: means all uses included in B. and C. above, and including the transportation of passengers and/or
cargo for hire or reward.
F. Special Uses defined as: __________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

PURPOSES OF USE

(Any use not listed in A., B., C., D. or E. must be listed in F. to be covered in the Policy.)

1. Number of hours the aircraft was flown during the last 12 months: _________________
2. The aircraft is principally kept: Hangared ____ Tied Down ____ Moored ____ At (airport ID) ___________
3. If aircraft certificate is other than Standard, please indicate type: __________________________________
4. Details of extra equipment fitted: __________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

5. Name and address of any other parties with a financial interest in the aircraft (ie. lienholder, losspayee, part
owner, lessee, lessor, etc.):
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Applicant Initials: ___________
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